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About This Game

Enter Jumpix Jump adventures, solve jumping puzzles, try to gather all diamonds and find the entrance to next level!

Game is non-violent, special designed for kids, to enjoy collecting diamonds and force them to think to solve simple puzzles.
Game main objective is to find the entrance to next level, as well as collecting as many diamonds as possible. However, the way
is full of jumping puzzles to solve or hidden diamonds that you need to find. Gathering all diamonds is optional, but in the same

time is a challenge for you! Levels combines outdoor and indoor environments in such way to give you a perfect relaxing and
entertaining adventure!
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Title: Jumpix Jump
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Seaside Digital Arts
Publisher:
Seaside Digital Arts
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual Core 2GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB DirectX 9.0c

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any DirectX Compatible
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jumpix jump

I've wanted to write a review ever since I saw the video. This game is absolutely one of my favorite RPG game ever. It has great
open world elements with a slice of story. And at such a low price, its perfect! If you're wonderig whether or not to get this
game, get it. Trust me, you'll thank me later.
  Of course every game has to make improvements, of course these are only suggestions (and keep in mind that this game is still
in early access) But I highly recomend the dev looks in on this.

- Hard to interact with things (you have to be facing them and one block from them) although you could just use your mouse.
- Lighting, although I LOVE how the lighting works. it could be a prefectly sunny day and the room would be like a dungeon
inside
- Unique mobs. This would be a great addition, maybe adding prefixes, that would be cool.
And thats it, Thats al this game really needs in my opinion. Of course Im a stickler for games like these.. I have tried to enjoy
this game twice; this second time with a pause of like 2-3 years (I didn't delete the game in the meantime). TL;DR: NO, I
couldn't like it.

What is it? Another game that uses your music as a part of the gameplay. You have to get rid of boxes by clicking, like in
Bejeweled (or for hipsters, Candy Crush), based on your music's beat. Sounded great, I thought, I'm listening to music right
now, why not inside a cool game?

Ah, not so cool. The execution is terrible. The tutorial is a long text mess (are we in the 90s?). There's no way to change in-game
controls. Double-click is said to select a "group" but in fact it only selects 3 boxes even if there's more nearby (and it would give
ya more points).
Yet the worst part is the game's beat recognition: It is so poorly done, that YOU have to accustomize to the game's "beats", not
the other way around. It kills all enjoyment because you can no longer listen to the music but you must instead try to understand
whether the game is going to make a "beat" out of it (yeah granted, maybe it would work better for the generic club dance
music).

I cannot recommend this game. I'd rather play bejeweled without beat mechanics with my music playing in the background. In
the end, there're other music-based games out there.... Woukd be cool if wouldn't lag every 10 seconds.. If Endwar got the
BF2142 treatment, it'd make this game, Only real issue with it is that it doesn't have MP bots, but the missions are solid. Worthy
at a discount.. Amazing game, great time killer, and all around fun.. EEAHUEGUGUEGUEGEEEHUAGEUGAAA!. Before
pixelated graphics were "cool", Delta Force was busy kicking 5 pixel tall bad guys' @$$ all around the world.

The old school tactical FPS before Ghost Recon took over. Lots of fun and not too difficult. (Vs. the old Ghost recon games
where once you step into view of the enemy, you're going to die if you don't have your squadmates act as cannon fodder.)

Your typical mission: Follow the waypoints, shoot all the bad guys. Don't get killed yourself. Congratulations, mission
successful. "You defeated the bad guys. You're making the world a safer place! Also, intel recovered during this mission has
lead to the whereabouts of badder bad guys!" Enter: the next mission.

PROS:
-Open world combat
-Customizable controls
-Realistic Military weapons with alt fire modes for primary weapons (M4 + M203, MP5SD, M249 SAW, M40A1 Sniper,
Barrett .50 Cal Sniper, Colt .45 Pistol, .22 Suppressed Pistol)
-Customizable loadout (to an extent - I wish they would let you choose 2 primary guns instead of one gun and one explosive
weapon or double ammo)
-Options for tweaking missions/difficulty (Player HP, Enemy HP, Enemy AI, Powerups, Radar)
-runs on windows 7 64bit
-shooting bad guys (stick pixel figures)
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CONS:
-max 1024x768 resolution
-low res textures, low poly models, low quality animations. Come on.. what do you expect?
-I can't detonate the satchels :(
-Did not get to kill Osama Bin Laden. Im getting a refund.
What I hoped for was a Marble Blast revival. Instead what I got was a nonsense physics system and randomized levels thus
making the want to compete for fastest times die. Why have a game where level completition speed is the focus yet make the
levels random AND not have the a quick restart button mapped?
Furthermore, the UI is bad and the game does bugger all to actually tell you what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you're doing.
It took me a couple of attempts to figure out that I wasn't supposed to be going after the gems, but instead the black spirits or
whatever the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

Dissapointment.. I was look for a good indie game for my youtube channel and The Orb Chambers caught my eye. I enjoy
strategy games and if you enjoy strategy games. Yes reccomend it. If you don't then you might want to look up some videos on
youtube to see if you are interested I think It's very unique compared to other strategy games.
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This game is pretty scary! Probably my favourite feature was that in some places the room that you were just in changed
completely making you feel like you've been there before but at the same time you haven't and it really messes with your head
which I LOVED. At this price this game is a steal. Highly recommended!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5OoLNq4IjE&list=UUV3Kx3vCAIKxx5H7Lh7SzQg. Ever see that episode of family guy
were Stewie goes into peter's testicle, yeah its that in a weird erotic form. 11/10 went for a wank afterwards.. A lovey blend of
Mechanics, art, story and music.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PosXpeunVZM. i love cats. It is a realy good game but very short. You fly a mission on
your choice. Think there is 6 in all. Will only take u maybe an hour. Replayability is ok but even likeing the game I only have 3
hours into it. If u can get this for 1 dollor or less I would say get it but at 3 dollors I cant recommend it becouse of the short life
spane of the game.. Good! This puzzle game contains beautiful puzzles. Very detailed pictures and the pieces always fit when
you think they should. Nicely crafted game. Lots of puzzles too.. 20mins in and me mind is now blown. shhh it is england.. This
is not a review.

This is just me writing that this is

a brilliant, fun and heartwarming narrative-driven thing with lovely characters and cool music.

I love it. A lot.. i love the game so far! the only thing thats kind of killing the game is the voice acting for the main character.
but other than that, the game is phenomenal! cant wait to see more! made a video, hope yall enjoy it. took at least 8 hours to edit
it c;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNxesJq9Pcs. Unique and fun little arcade-y smash-'em-up in VR.
Love how the use of water affects gameplay.
This will workout your legs and back for all the times you're going to want to swim underwater with your arms pushed back.

Mahula recommended!

My only little complaint is wishing more control over your tentacles. Can barely get the trick of using them as whips. Sometimes
I feel like they're just dangling there like "dead fish".
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